Currently she is president of the German Society for Ancient Philosophy (GANPH). Recently she has been appointed Mills Visiting Professor at the University of Berkeley, a position she will take up in 2006. Professor Frede's birthday will also mark the end of her official activities in Hamburg. Friends and colleagues in Germany, England, the United States and Canada would like to use this occasion to offer her this volume and thereby to express their gratitude for her academic contributions and her friendship over the years. The title of this collection of eleven papers on ancient Greek ethics thus refers to the common topic of all contributions as well as to the honorand herself.
As editor I would like to thank everybody who has been involved in the production of this book, first of all Stella Haffmans for her assistance in preparing the final typescript and the indices. Special thanks are also due to Mena Grünefeld, Ute Haffmans, Christoph Helmig, Eva Horváth, Brad Inwood, Christof Rapp, Reinold Schmücker, Andreas Schubert, Euree Song, Hans-Walter Stork, Jan Szaif, Roland Weidle, Jan Wiebers, Anja Wolkenhauer and, in more than one respect, to Gisela Striker. For technical support I am grateful to Daniel Deckers and Raffael Schaller. Without constant supervision by Dr Michael Sharp, my commissioning editor at CUP, the book would not have come out in print. The same holds true for the valuable comments supplied by an anonymous reader and the patience of Bernard Dod, the copy editor.
